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Student, teacher establish lifelong
bond in minutes before class
pected discovery when he arrived early to Introductory Sociology at 9:00 last Friday morning: a new friend
in the form of his professor, Ernest Middleground. As
fessor Middleground found that they shared common
opinions on a bevy of topics, from excitement for the
upcoming weekend to frustration with how damn cold
it was out there.
“I always thought old Middleground was kind of a
reason, we just clicked today.”
Noticing that the classroom was empty upon his ar-

GIVE ME A TIME AND A PLACE, I GIVE YOU A MASS. ANYTHING HAPPENS IN THAT MASS AND I’M YOURS

Junior fashionista Coraline Meeps has recently taken matters into her own
hands. In response to her dissatisfaction with how Jesuits around BC dress,
she has launched her clothing line, “What Would Jesus Wear” (WWJW). Spein religious fashion sense since the time of Christ. “What I imagine here is a
renaissance of biblical style with a modern twist. Remember Joseph and the
Technicolor Dreamcoat? How we regressed from that to black is beyond me.”
Ms. Meeps attributes her ingenious innovation to her recent lack of interest
in her faith. “I just lost interest in mass when every week, they wear the same
thing!”. Coraline’s line includes larger Roman collars that allow for popping,
Ms. Meeps’ line has everybody talking around the holy water cooler.
Not only has her line been successful, but it has Jesuits all over campus engaging in fashion risks. One father recently bought a scorpion embroidered
jacket like that of actor Ryan Gosling in the movie Drive, because it looked
“bitchin”. Even university Fr. Bill Feahy praised the line and movement
by saying, “She’s right on! Just because I made a commitment to the Lord,
doesn’t mean I have to be his fashion slave.” He later added, “There are days
I just want to bedazzle the shit out of my robes.”
The movement hasn’t been praised by all, however. Controversy arose
when Fr. O’Flanagan recently presided over a funeral while donning a Tommy Bahama shirt and a sombrero. In response to his critics, Fr. O’Flanagan
casually replied “Hello? I’m not the one who’s being buried here!”
While her clothing line is still limited, Coraline expressed that she is already working on her holiday (keep an eye out for the hybrid Jesus/Santa inspired robe- “Cloak yourself in the Ho Ho Holy Spirit!”) and spring lines. So
while it’s important to know what’s going on in Rome, it’s just as important
to know what’s going on in Milan.
her page.

tense seconds. He could enter and face the prospect of
an awkward minute or two alone with the professor,
time in which he would be forced to pretend to write
the War and Peace of text messages, or he could stand
outside the room for an awkward minute or two, pretending to write the War and Peace of text messages.
After deciding to enter the room, however, Flockaflame was opened up to a level of student-teacher communication he had never before thought possible.
“Nathan doesn’t think I saw him walk by twice
before coming into the room, but I did,” said Middleground. “Seeing how much progress we made today,
though, I’m not eager to bring it up.”
After a brief foray into politics, with both sides
agreeing that they’re rather glad this whole election
business is over with, the minute hand struck the hour
and the conversation ended as suddenly as it had beof the morning “had all been a dream,” he was determined to forge ahead with the relationship during the
next class session.
so we can get into his college years,” the sophomore
said. “I wonder if they were way different from mine?”
cluded, “Nahhhhh.”
HEY WE’RE SELLING T-SHIRTS SEE THE
BACK FOR OUR INFO ON HOW TO GET ONE
THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL
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Puzzle Central

This is the activity page. Get your brain cranking with
these challenging puzzles!
Can you find these words in the Word Search to the right?

1. Jesuits
2. Defense (the football team can’t)
3. Boondoggle
4. Spacefiller
5. Alabama
6. Theneclassic
7. Gummibears
8. Yourmotherwishesyoucalledmoreoften
9. Phat
10. Hobnqjiub
Exchange this completed page with us for a free
New England Classic shirt and panini.

スドク
(Sudoku)

Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 to 9
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The Ghost of Wallace Carroll is stealing the
souls of CSOM majors
Carroll has been linked to the ‘missing souls’ case on campus. Nuof the student body.
Emily Pool, a freshman biology major, detailed what happened to
we used to go out on the weekends and have fun, but now all she
does is read the Wall Street Journal. I don’t think she’s smiled in
weeks.”
Many other students have been showing similar symptoms, baf-

“OOOOOWOO PORTICOOOOO”

Investigators have pointed to the lifeless faces that adorn the exresearch, it has been declared that the cause behind these zombielike students is found in the corridors of Fulton.
during the construction of the building.
“They’re all CSOM students,” stated Rob Thornes, a BCPD
While we wait for more information, doctors are recommending
investigator. “We’re still not positive what happened to their souls,
but I’m afraid that it’s too late for them now. It’s likely that the
and suggesting that all students remain at least an arms-length
ghost of Wallace Carroll has been stealing them to nourish his toraway from all CSOM students. Who knows how contagious this
mented husk of an existence.”
epidemic may be?

Campus Heroes:
Lone survivor in an untold land

on practically solid concrete, leaving his back in a true state of
disrepair. “Our hands shook as we attempted to force down cold
hardtack and water for breakfast, and we knew deep inside ourselves that our hellish day had just begun.”
Dodging retreating vehicles and attempting to force their way
through the massive crowds of shell-shocked men and women,
Warmwater and his friends trudged through the river of mud and
“The rain had already soaked through my clothes and I was
starting to lose feelings in my extremities from the cold. I could
not imagine how life could get any worse, but then I saw it; the
mountain.”
and wind blowing into their faces and numbing their bodies, they

THIS ENTIRE MISSION IS A SERIOUS MISALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

We all value the spirit of our fellow Eagles, especially of those
who have gone above and beyond the call of duty to honor their
school, their homes, and themselves. This story emerges just now
due to the courage of one man, after lying dormant for weeks under
the red tape of bureaucracy. A fellow Eagle who went into the thick

rain had made every rock they scaled slick and treacherous to try
to put a foot on. Men slipped and tumbled off the cliffs all around
Warmwater, but he did not intend on giving up; he led his men up
tain his balance.
“I began to wonder if this climb would ever end, for every time
we felt like we reached the top we found another steep ridge to
scale. By this time, I do not think my own mother would recognize me from how the amount of mud caked onto my body and
clothes. Nevertheless, as I was ready to give in, we reached the top
and secured our objective. In a pure state of bliss and emotion, I
had to curl into a fetal position and weep into my helmet, for I saw
things that day no other person should see.” Warmwater struggled

Warmwater, he asks for no special treatment and no recognition.
All he wants to do is blend into the crowd and be treated just the
same as the men whom he fought with alongside. With a heavy
heart, he recounted his epic survival through it all, and left nothing
to the imagination.
“I won’t lie; nothing was going my way that day. The sky was his hands shook uncontrollably.
dark, the wind blew, the air stung, and the rain soaked my fatigues
as I stepped out of my barracks that day,” said Warmwater. He con- whispered, “And that’s the tale of my trip to Fulton from my 8-man
in Vandy.”
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Off the Heights

Freshman believes parents have replaced him
While many students are looking forward to being able to
have some time off and reconnect with their families over the
upcoming Thanksgiving break, freshman Tim Kemp only sees
the tempest of an impending familial dilemma.
Tim Kemp believes that his parents have replaced him with
with a 34 year-old Arby’s manager who also shares the name ‘Tim
Kemp’. The suspicions began when Tim’s mother would refer to
him in the third person during their weekly telephone calls, often
mentioning how well he was doing in his new job.
Tim recalled another incident during parents’ weekend, “My
dad came up to visit and when he saw me he apologized that my
mom and Tim couldn’t make it. I started to think maybe they were
becoming senile.”
As the semester has gone on the freshman’s interactions have
grown rarer and rarer, the once weekly phone calls having ended
which their parents hear about a ‘Tim’ being around his hometown.
Tim has recently done some sleuthing into what the source
of this mystery is and has discovered that the local Arby’s had
hired a new assistant manager named Tim Kemp in September. A
Des Moines, Iowa who had moved to the student’s hometown of
Auburn, Massachusetts over the summer.
Tim Kemp now believes that his parents have replaced him
home prior to his leaving for college. If so this is just another case
in the long history of parents replacing their children with similar
people and/or animals.

Former Extreme Home Makeover Recipient
Dissatisfied Room won’t get him Laid

THIS IS NOT THE LOVE NEST HE BARGAINED FOR

Like most teenage boys his age, Melvin Jones is interested
to why he isn’t getting any; Mel’s family was treated to a free
renovation on their decrepit house 6 years ago, courtesy of ABC’s
popular feel-good show Extreme Makeover: Home Edition. As a
result of the show, Mel’s room (which was without half a ceiling
at the beginning of the show due to a meteorite) was generously
theme was arrived at after he expressed his interest in penguins
to the creators. “All I said was ‘I like penguins’. I had just seen
Happy Feet and was going through a little bit of a phase.”
Now 16-year-old Mel claims that the theme of his room is offputting to girls he has tried to get with. “Well it’s hard to get them
to take their shirts off when the room is constantly at 28F!” Wanting the room to be authentic as possible, the designers installed
an industrial size air conditioner to ensure the bedposts made of
ice wouldn’t melt. Attached to the bed is a slide that takes Melvin
While originally overjoyed by the thoughtfulness of the theme,
Melvin’s lack of sexual experience has made him come to resent
the room. “Yeah the room is cool, but at this point, I’d take the old
room back if it meant I’d get some.”
When asked for a statement, host of the show Ty Pennington
said he would have to team up with his friends at Sears before he
could comment on Melvin’s concerns.

Printing these issues costs money. We made
some t-shirts to cover the cost. Email us at the
address below and we’ll deliver it to you.
They cost $10 and are incredible aphrodesiacs.
THE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE IS STRIKING

We swear it’s not for beer money.

You look like the you’ve got the right stuff to join us!

We’re always looking for more writers, photoshoppers, big game hunters, and generally amusing people.
Yes, we’re watching you.
See us online @ www.thenewenglandclassic.com and @theneclassic
E-mail: thenewenglandclassic@gmail.com
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